CEA HOW Sunday Workshop 18

Living "...a Life More Satisfying...!" In your groups, figure out what word you have and type in your acrostic. Enjoy!
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Empathy (group 2)

Clarity (group 2)
Inspirational (group 2)

HEALTHY AND HAPPY :) — ANONYMOUS

Group 1

Surrender — ANONYMOUS
Recovery — ANONYMOUS
Dignity, discovery, disciplined — ANONYMOUS
Neutrality, non negotiable — ANONYMOUS
Exciting, engaging, energizing — ANONYMOUS
Respectful, rewarding — ANONYMOUS
Understanding, unity — ANONYMOUS
Sex, service to others, surreal — ANONYMOUS
Slimming — ANONYMOUS

Spiritual (group 2)

Group 2

Diligent — ANONYMOUS
dedicated — ANONYMOUS
Unwavering, understanding. — ANONYMOUS

Truthful — ANONYMOUS

E-Empathy — ANONYMOUS

C-Clarity — ANONYMOUS

I-Inspired — ANONYMOUS

V-Vulnerable — ANONYMOUS

R-Recovering — ANONYMOUS

E-Experience — ANONYMOUS

S-Spiritual — ANONYMOUS

Group 3

diligent — ANONYMOUS

Empathy — ANONYMOUS

truthful — ANONYMOUS

insightful — ANONYMOUS

inquisitive — ANONYMOUS

trust — ANONYMOUS

Acceptance — ANONYMOUS

Resilience — ANONYMOUS

god — ANONYMOUS

Gratitude — ANONYMOUS

Group 4

Group 5

Connection open minded nice nurturing exciting caring trusting caring trusting ingesting optimistic — ANONYMOUS

Group 6

HEALTH: Hope, Energetic, Acceptance, Lean, Tools, Happiness — ANONYMOUS

H: happiness — ANONYMOUS

T: tools — ANONYMOUS

E: energetic — ANONYMOUS

L: lean — ANONYMOUS

A: acceptance — ANONYMOUS

H: hope — ANONYMOUS

Group 7

T- turning point — ANONYMOUS

I- introspective — ANONYMOUS

L- love — ANONYMOUS

A- acceptance — ANONYMOUS

U- understanding — ANONYMOUS

T- trust — ANONYMOUS

I- internal — ANONYMOUS

r-reality — ANONYMOUS

i- integrity — ANONYMOUS

p- perseverance — ANONYMOUS

S- serenity — ANONYMOUS

Spirituality — ANONYMOUS

*****